Abstract-In this paper, we examine the algebra formed by We denote by 1 and 0 the elements of M defined by the subsets of the unit interval with operations induced by the order on the unit interval. This algebra can be obtained as a Il(x) = u ifx (4) subalgebra of the truth value algebra of type-2 fuzzy sets.
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I if x 
0 if X:z40 Type-2 fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh [1] , extending the notion of ordinary fuzzy sets. There is now a rather 111. THE ALGEBRA (M, LI,71,* 0, 1) extensive literature on the subject, discussing both theoretical At this point, we have the algebra M = (M, LH, 1,*, 0, 1).
and practical aspects. The paper [2] gives a mathematical This is the basic algebra for type-2 fuzzy set theory. Whatever treatment of the algebra of fuzzy truth values for type-2 fuzzy equations this algebra satisfies will be automatically satisfied sets and some of its subalgebras. This algebra has a number of by the set of all fuzzy type-2 subsets of U with the correinteresting subalgebras, both from a theoretical and practical sponding pointwise operations. viewpoint. One subalgebra is the subset of all mappings of the The set M also has the pointwise operations V, A, ' on it unit interval into the two-element set {0,1}. Of course it is in coming from operations on [0, 1] , and is a De Morgan algebra natural one-to-one correspondence with the subsets of the unit under these operations. In particular, under these operations, interval, but the operations analogous to meet and join induced it is a lattice with order given by f < g if f = f A g, or on this subalgebra do not correspond to the usual ones of equivalently, if g = f V g. These operations are useful in intersection and union. This paper investigates this subalgebra, deriving properties of the algebra M. See [2] . developing some of its basic properties. x A y = minx,y}
Using these equations it is fairly straightforward to verify the Let f and g be in M. The binary operations LH and n on following basic properties of M.
M are defined by the equations 4) fLi(g Lih) =jf Lg) Lih; fHn(gHnh) =jfHng)Hnh and the unary * operation by
6) (f**f9 )n*(n)=* IV. THE SUBALGEBRA OF SUBSETS OF M subalgebra is actually closed under several other operations. A subalgebra of an algebra is a subset of that algebra that is For example it is closed under unions (but not intersections, closed under the operations of the algebra. The algebra M has since the intersection of two of these sets may be empty). Also many interesting subalgebras, some of which are investigated TL and SR are in this subalgebra whenever S is.
in [2] . For S C [0,1], let S be the characteristic function of
The following additional facts should be noted. S; that is, S(x) = We will show that the automorphisms of $ are all induced work with this algebra of non-empty subsets of [0,11 since by automorphisms of 1I. This is analogous to the situation for it is conceptually simpler than the subalgebra $ of M. We the truth value algebra of interval-valued fuzzy sets [3] . Since still denote this algebra of non-empty subsets of [0,11 by a set S =Uaes{a}, an automorphism bo of li does induce a $, and its operations by Li, H, *, 0 and 1. Of course, the mapping bo (5) =UaCS'o (a) of $ into itself. We will show equations 1-7 above hold since they hold in M itself. This that these mapping are precisely the automorphisms of the algebra S. Identifying the irreducible elements of $ is crucial In general, we will write a for the singleton {a}. We need Crlay9 fadol f~()C~() some elementary facts, which we list below. Always, S will It is not known whether or not an automorphism of M be a non-empty subset of [0,11. induces an automorphism of $. Such an automorphism does induce an automorphism of IF [4] .
VII. HOMOMORPHISMS This is immediate from A H A = A = A L A and the
There are some interesting homomorphisms between the commutative and associative laws for H and LH. These two algebras M, $, IF, and [2] . Viewing all these as type-2, all are partial orders are not the same, and neither implies the other.
subalgebras of M [4] . First we show that $ is a homomorphic For example, A L 1, but it is not true that A -C 1. image of M.
Proposition 15: The following hold for A, Be S. [ 
X. CONCLUSIONS
The algebra of subsets of the unit interval with type-2 operations has many interesting properties, in spite of the fact that it is not a lattice. The computational requirements for working in this algebra are computing the union and intersection of sets, which means computing the maximum and minimum of functions [0,1] -+ {0, 1}, and computing the upset and downset of a set, which requires computing the bounds on a subset of the unit interval. The algebra of finite subsets of the unit interval is a potentially interesting algebra of truth values for applications.
